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You MUST read this brochure
if your school wants to achieve the items below:

Stay competitive and attractive by 
   offering coding classes.

Offer coding classes while having no
        experience doing it. 

Keep zero effort while doing it.

Keep costs low and simple
 while keeping high quality. 

Coding is for every child!

Our missionOur mission
is to empower the new generation by teaching
         the skills demanded in the future.

This process should start early, be engaging 
              and ubiquitous in their lives.



Why teach coding?

Enhance important academic skills

Early exposure to coding is essential 

Such as problem-solving, critical thinking and creativity

It increases interest and the likelihood to follow a STEM
career by, on average, 600%! 
For minorty groups and women, this number can reach 1000%

High demand by parents and kids
Coding and STEM were the after-school programs with the
highest growth and demand in 2018

Increased value creation to parents  

Your school will benefit from:

Higher student enrollment and retention  

Higher engagement by students



Accessibility Convenience

Personalized Classes Quality Teaching

Zero Hassle and
Effort for Schools

Code&Play is an online coding school.

We allow kids aged 7-17 to learn the most desired skill of 
the future in a personalized, interactive and convenient way.                
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We Provide:



Scratch | For ages 7-12
This is the perfect choice for children to be introduced to coding.
Scratch was designed to teach kids in a fun and intuitive way.

Python | For ages 10-17
It is the language that is taught at the most renowned universities.
This is due to the fact that it is easy to learn, yet very powerful.

Web Development | For ages 11-17
Learn HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Then, students will put the newly
learned skills into practice to create different types of websites.

Mobile Development | For ages 10-17
Students will create amazing apps using many phone features,
such as microphone, camera, GPS, accelerometer, NFC and more.

Robotics (Physical Computing) | For ages 12-17
Use coding skills to change the physical world. Learn how to turn 
on/off a light, use many sensors, control a robot and more.

Design Thinking | For ages 8-16
Experience in a creative way the whole process that most startups
follow to go from an idea all the way to launching a final software.

Data Science | For ages 8-12
Learn about the power of data in a course designed for youth.
Students will be introduced to Machine Learning and AI. 



Traditional Solutions for Teaching Coding:

Zero flexibility and personalization;

Teachers have no coding knowledge; 

No expert help.
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Professional development for regular teachers to learn to code

Very expensive upfront costs and time-consuming;

Knowledge acquired only enough to teach basics;

A teacher still needs to figure out everything alone.

Purchasing of curriculum and lesson plans

Hire a Computer Science instructor to teach in-house

High salary;

Difficult to be found; 

Usually has no teaching experience.



New way of teaching coding at your school: 

Outsource it: 

Only pay for what you use: 

Let experts teach:

State-of-the-art content:

Engineer-created curriculum and lesson plans - already
prepared, tested and used in different schools. 
Constantly getting improved and updated. 
Start coding classes right away!

Kids will feel inspired. Engineers have industry and teaching
experience to help all levels of students- from absolute 
beginners to gifted Marck Zuckerberg wannabes. 
They are able to provide outside-class help and guidance on
personal studies and projects, future careers and more.

Think of us as “Class-as-a-Service” - you only pay for the
classes. No fixed costs or unused capacity.
Costs are low and only grow when the classes grow.

Outsource skills that your school does not have by letting
other highly-specialized businesses take care of it. 
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Inquisitive and motivated 
software developer with a 
background as a K-12 educator.
Excellent grasp of website 
construction, from design and 
testing to implementation. 
Strong communication and 
leadership skills coupled with a 
versatile technical skill-set. 
Passionate about education, 
innovation, and technology. 

Blair Brown
Software Developer at a Financial Company   
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Education: University of Michigan, George Washington University (Master’s)

“

”
Blair Brown



Annunciation Catholic School

Brianna Kress,
Middle School Teacher

Students have learned so much from their courses. 
They had no prior experience with coding and, therefore, 

we decided to start with the Scratch course to build games 
and apps and they loved it!

 
Based on this positive experience, we decided to continue 

with the program with the Python course in the next semester. 

Students want to learn more and more. 
They respect and look up to their

instructor, like a role model. 
They asked many questions about

what it is like to work as an engineer 
and I believe the classes have 

empowered them to not only learn a 
great skill, but also to possibly follow 

a STEM career in their future.

“

”

Washington, DC



            SCHEDULE

         /code-play-llc �����������@codeandplayclub�����������@codeandplayclub

Want to check out our curriculum and even have a trial class?

Schedule a meeting with one of our representatives!

codeandplayclub.com codeandplayclub.com 

Contact Information:
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